
	

Unasked questions: 
	

August 8, 1967 

[8] Was a firecracker or other detonator or squib set off at the time 
the first bullet was fired, to give the simulated sound of a rifle 
shot, assuming that the first bullet was not actually fired from 
a rifle? [2873,2H78,711517,7H518,6H195,6H18/,2414524m525, 7H106-109] 

[9] Was the "firecracker" noise of the first shot related to the "odd" 
reported behaviour of the first bullet? [See any critique of the Report.] 

[10] Could the two non-fatal bullet wounds, in the Presiddnt's throat and 
back, have been made by special non-permanent bullets which disintegrated 
after entering President Kennedy's body? Could one of these have been 
fired into his throat, and the other into his back, at the time of 
the first "firecracker" noise? [Not covered in the official investigation.] 

(11] Were "ice bullets" only a fantasy of Chester Gould, or is it really 
possible to construct a low-density, low-momentum, non-lethal bullet 
out of ice? [Chester Bould is closely informed of criminological progress.] 

[12] If the type of military funeral accorded to President Kennedy was not 
the type of funeral normally accnrd-d to ex-Presidents who have died 
after their terms of office, particularly if the ex-President had no 
military career and was a Quaker, then why was the military honor 
guard rehearsing for weeks before President Kennedy's assammination, 
under orders to be ready in case ex-President Hoover should die at any 
moment? 

Capt. Richard C. Cloy (one is tempted to say "the late..." on general 
principles), who was in charge of part of the military funeral of Pres. 
Kennedy, said "We were preparing:the actual funeral arrangements less 
than an hour after the President was shot. We were in a state of readi-
ness and had just finished a funeral rehearsal, because there was grave 
concern for President hoover's health." (20H750). (President Hoover 
died a year later, on Oct. 20, 1964.) 

[13] What reasonable circumstances can be postulated which might cause reputable 
and responsible citizens of high probity and patriotism to deliberately 
cover up evidence pointing to a conspiracy, and to issue a grossly inadequate, 
erroneous, and misleading report such as the Watren Commission report is? 

[In this connection, note 1411484, 512401, 51241,511260, as leads to an 
answer which makes sense.] 

[14] What evidence indicates that Oswald was held back and not brought down 
to the basement until just after Jack Ruby could be known to have entered 

	

the basement? 	[7H357,15H125,15H128,15H132,2411138,24H143,23H913,23H840,17H395.] 

[15] Do the examt circumstances related by sack Ruby, as to when the idea came 
clearly into his heal to kill Lee Oswald, suggest that Ruby might have 
been following a plan suggested to him at some urior time, without his 
direct knowledge, and involving a "trig,,ering" mechanism which was his 
swallowing of his "Preludin" dieting nill on Sunday morning? (5H198-202] 


